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Preface
Groningen, 9 June 2020
Dear reader,
It is with pride that we present to you the annual report of the Marketing Association of the University of
Groningen, for the year of 2019-2020. More than one year ago, on Monday 27 May 2019, we started our
time as the 39th MARUG Board and on that evening, we presented our policy plans. During the year, we
worked hard on executing these policy plans. As a board, we look back with great pleasure on a successful
year, in which we implemented several changes, which we are very eager to share with you.
Firstly, the MARUG has become more sustainable, proven by obtaining the bronze Sustainability Label of
the Green Office. Unfortunately, the Sustainable Marketing Event could not take place due to the
circumstances with COVID-19. However, a podcast about sustainable marketing in collaboration with the
marketing department and several companies was recorded as a substitute. Furthermore, the (online)
presence of the MARUG is expanded and improved. Our online channels have been experiencing great
growth, which led to more member engagement. In addition, awareness among marketing interested
students increased, as we started collaborations with other associations. Unfortunately, some of these
collaborations were not realised, due to the COVID-19 virus. Finally, the member administration has been
optimized, by looking into different options to make our HRM system more efficient. In addition, member
information is updated more frequently in order to provide a more accurate overview of the MARUG
members.
In this yearly policy report, we will elaborate on the execution and implementation of these policy points
and the results that have been accomplished so far. In addition, all the events the MARUG organised the
past year will be described. Next, the financial statements of 2019-2020 are presented. The report ends
with the active members description and the year planning.
Yours sincerely,
The 39th MARUG Board,

Jildou Merkus
Chairman

Mandy van Essen
Secretary

Redmer Nijboer
Treasurer

Myrthe Boeve
Internal Relations

Jasper Boomgaarden
External Relations

Dennis Fokkens
PR & Promotion
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Minutes Half-yearly General Members Meeting 11 November 2019
Datum:
Locatie:
Tijd:
Technisch voorzitter:

11 November 2019
Louis XV
19.30 uur
Claudia de Boer

Present:
Jildou Merkus, Mandy van Essen, Redmer Nijboer, Myrthe Boeve, Jasper Boomgaarden, Dennis
Fokkens, Eileen Gevers, Hylke Halsema, Bas Veltink, Joyce van der Voet, Inès van Zuijlen, Marit de
Ridder, Feiko Smid, Femke te Velthuis, Larissa Staal, Gijs Boeve, Victor Lubbers, Karlijn Niezing,
Jochem Hak, Michiel van der Gaag, Coert Schrijver, Fenna Beentjes, Renske Zijm, Gabe-Hein Dijkstra,
Fons van Halsema, Leonora Hein, Philippine van Vliet, Julian Krops, Ties Kemperink, Mirre Debets,
Julia Sinke, Noor Farid Mojtahedi, Emilie Wijnants, Wouter-Bas ten Berge, Sjoerd Bouman, Cato
Barels, Leonoor de Leeuw.
1. Opening
Claudia de Boer opens the Half-Yearly General Members Meeting at 19:40.
2.Establishment Agenda
No agenda items were received within the specified periods.
The agenda is established.
3. Announcements
Phones need to be switched off. It is not allowed to smoke in this room. Everybody needs to sign the
attendance list. If you want to ask a question, please raise your hand first. When asking a question,
please stand up first, and state your name clearly. If anyone wants to leave the room, raise your
hand, so the secretary can include this in the minutes.
4. Incoming documents
There are no incoming documents.
5. Establishing minutes General Members Meeting 27 May 2019
The minutes are established and approved.
6. Secretarial half-yearly policy report 2019-2020
Jildou Merkus gives a short presentation.
7. Possibility to ask question about the secretarial half-yearly policy report 2019-2020
Renske Zijm:
Thank you for your presentation. I have a question about your multi annual
plan, because what are your goals with this?
Jildou Merkus:
With the multi-annual plan we want to make sure that we are not just
working on sustainability this year, but that also our successors will be
working on sustainability, so that they don’t forget the things that we find
important. Therefore, we want to create a multi-annual strategic plan, so
that all the things we do, were not just plans after our work is done.
Renske Zijm:
Yes, but what are your goals with it?
Jildou Merkus:
We really have to look into this. We used the checklist of the sustainability
label, for example those things such as paperless meetings, also less plastic
and looking at catering options that are more sustainable, more sustainable
5
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firms and themes about sustainability.
Do you want to make use of the opinion of the members?
Yes, I think that is a good point. We can of course ask our members for their
input for the multi annual strategic plan.
Okay, and I have one more question. You said something about
sustainability officers, how are you going to implement sustainability in your
committees?
So, it is more that the sustainability officer of the board will talk with the
sustainability officers of the committees, and we explain to them what we
want and where they have to look into, and they make sure that the
promotion and choices are as sustainable as possible.
Which choices are these?
Well, for example not throwing away cups but use reusable cups, no plastic
bottles at for example conferences, but also working together with firms
who are also sustainable.
Okay, thank you.
Thank you Jildou, for your presentation. It is nice to see what you all reached
the past few months. I have a question about increasing awareness amongst
students via online channels. You mentioned that you want to tag students
in your pictures on Instagram, but what about the privacy of these students?
We only use of course members that also follow us, so they will probably be
fine with this. And if they are not fine with this, we will always communicate
with them, and we have quite a transparent and open communication about
this.
Okay, thank you.
Jildou, first of all thank you for your presentation and congratulations with
your achievements that you already got with your board. My first question is
about the multi annual strategic plan as well, because I was wondering how
are you going to do this, since you only have six months left?
We are trying to make this in the coming six months, but because it is such a
big thing, we also want to pass this on to our successors to really make sure
that it is something that the MARUG can build on for lots of years. So we are
now just coming up with the idea, but it is clearly something that is not just
done in a few months.
Okay, thank you. The other question I had is about promoting career
opportunities at NGO’s, were you looking at charities or other kind of
companies?
No, not exactly charity causes, but more companies that do not have the
goal to make profit, so therefore also not actively promoting their vacancies.
Thank you.
Jildou and the rest of the board, congratulations with your achievements so
far. If I count correctly, you are already way over half-way there. But I have a
few questions. First of all, I have a question after the question Feiko asked,
because you said that you will pass your ideas about sustainability to your
successors. Well, the deadline to apply for the label is in January, so I was
wondering, you have only 2 months left to come up with your application
for your label, so do you have any concrete plans? Or is it like, we want to
get a label so we start thinking about it, and we will pass it to the following
board and they will actually get the label.
No, we are really working quite hard on obtaining the label, and the first
concrete things are already there in the report. But we will try to get a label
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of course, but if this is a longer process and the green office tells us that we
don’t have enough concrete plans, then of course we will pass it on, but the
but the plans for now are for sure to get a label ourselves.
Okay, that sounds very good. Then I have two other questions. First you
already said, okay well we tag our members, but we also try to follow our
potential members. I was wondering, what are the criteria for someone on
Facebook to be a potential member.
Good question, Jochem. For example we had a promotional stunt, and there
we asked people to guess how many balls are in the phase, and they gave
also their name and email address, they said to us they were interested in
marketing, so that is an example of how we follow potential members.
Okay, then an obvious question for this; do you only target people that say
‘yes I am interested in marketing’ or do you also target people that say I just
want to try to win these prizes.
No. If we follow people on Instagram they really need to be interested in
marketing otherwise it is a wasted follower.
Okay, and then my last question about increasing the member engagement
through online channels. You already said that you want professional help
for this, and you first stated that you already contacted your partners. I can
imagine that as a marketing association you have a lot of partners which are
familiar with engagement of members or other people. Are you planning to
get help for which you have to pay for or not? That was not really clear for
me.
We have quite good relationships with our partners, so we try to do this
without money payments. But we will see whether they are up for it and we
will try to negotiate as good as possible to help our partner the same as they
help us.
And when it will not work with your partners, is it an idea to get a
for it? Because as a marketing association this is one of the things that your
students that are interested in marketing are studying for.
Yes, we already have a committee that looks at our Google Analytics
for example, which is the Media Team, so there are already committees
looking into this.
Are you planning on extending the Media Team then?
Well, I think that the committee has quite a workload already, so not
But we can of course talk to them and see where they can help or if there
can be more tasks assigned to them. We will not just give all that work and
say good luck with it.
Well, that sounds very good. Thank you for your presentation and well done.
Thank you first of all, Jildou, for your presentation. You have done a lot
already. I have a few questions however. You talked a lot about informing
your members about sustainability, and I was wondering if you expect more
from your members because of the provided information?
Well, the goal is to make them more aware about sustainability, so we are
not really expecting certain things from them. But we hope that they start
thinking about sustainability and maybe pass it on to their fellow students
and maybe go for sustainable choices. But our first goal is to get
sustainability in their minds.
Thank you. Then next you talked about sustainability within firms and you
spoke about criteria, do you have any idea what kind of criteria you will use
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to see if a company is really sustainable?
Yes, we want to look at their internal organization, so how is their staff and
do they care about sustainability. But also at the products they use. Do they
have a sustainable supply chain and are their motives sustainable. There are,
I think, different kinds of criteria to look at, but this is a to do for the coming
half year.
Because a lot of firms use this as brand promotion, so to look better. Do you
think you can obtain enough inside information about a company to see if
they really are sustainable?
We hope so. We hope that we can see through all the branding and all the
sustainable marketing, and really get to the core of a company. I think we
have to figure this out along the way.
Yes, and then my last question. You talked about increasing the awareness
amongst marketing interested students, and that you reached an increase of
153 % in bachelor students. And you also talked about the efforts you took
for this last half year for this increase. But how did you measure that?
We looked at our bachelor members that we obtained in the period last
year, and the period now where we implemented our new promotion video
and the beginning of the year party. We compared these two periods with
each other and that is how we got to the 150%. It is of course not 100 %
certain if this is because of these things, but we at least see an increase
bachelor members.
Yes, thank you.
Thank you Jildou for your presentation. I think you can be really proud of
what you have done so far and I am looking forward to see what you will do
in the upcoming half year. I have a question about the sustainable
companies, as you talked about collaborating with more sustainable
companies. You already said something about the criteria,but did you
already thought about not working together with companies that do not
care about sustainability?
I think that is not really our main goal, since we are looking at new partners
that are sustainable. We also value our current partners that are maybe not
that sustainable but are partners for a long time . So I think it more for the
new partners.
Okay, thank you. And then I have a question about your HRM system. How
do you ask students to update their information, because you said that you
want to do this every half year. And how do you make sure that people will
really do that?
That is of course hard. You cannot force your members to update their
information. But we will try to email them and create an incentive for them
to do so. I think it it something that we have to be creative with and have to
think about what members really want, at least an email will be the first
step.
Okay, thank you.
Thank you for your presentation. I have two questions, one is regarding the
MARUG Conference. You said that the conference is completely in english to
include international students as well, but the conference board is only open
for dutch speaking students, can you explain why you decided this?
That is mainly because of contact with partners. We believe that it is of great
value that our external relations is dutch, and in addition the conference
board is a dutch board just as our general board and we are not yet that far
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to include also international members. All the documents are still in dutch
and maybe it is an option for the future but for now we believe that only
dutch students is the most successful for the event.
But for some positions it is possible right, since they do not have much
contact with partners?
Yes, it could be an option.
Okay thank you, and then I have a question about the sustainable marketing
event, you stated that you will try to reach more international students, how
would you like to achieve this?
For the international….?
For the sustainable marketing event.
This is something which is a continuation of last year, and we will at least do
the event in english, and also promoting among our international members.
We will really make it also attractive for them, and show that it is not just a
dutch event but also open for international students.
Okay, thank you.
Thank you for your presentation Jildou. I have a question for you regarding
the sustainability. You said in your presentation that you will attend
to learn more about sustainability, what kind of meetings are this?
Well, for example in the last month we went to a meeting about micro
plastics, and in the future the green office organises lots of events which
gives us more information about sustainability.
Are these events from the Green Office or from other parties?
That could also be from other parties, also as inspiration for our sustainable
marketing event because we really want to broaden our knowledge.
Okay, thank you. And about your sustainable marketing event, how will the
committee look like?
The committee consists of four members.
Okay, and then my last question. You said that you want to highlight
vacancies from sustainable companies. Are you only gonna highlight the
vacancies from sustainable companies or also all the vacancies?
The vacancies of sustainable companies will be on a separate page.
So there we will highlight them.
Okay, thank you.
Jildou, thank you for your presentation. I have a few questions. You are
saying that you are looking at a collaboration with Actis. I was curious, do
you already have an idea of how this collaboration will look like?
We are looking into options to organise an informal event at the end of the
year, because that is the time that these students will make the choice if
they are going to study the master marketing or not. But this is something
which we also want to talk to actis for, because they also have ideas. We do
not have concrete plans yet, but since it is at the end of year, this will be
okay.
Okay. And I was also curious, because you said that the MARUG has all its
meetings paperless, does this also mean that committees also have
paperless meetings?
Yes, we are trying to implement this. Last year we printed all the agenda´s,
but now the RvTs are done with computers, so we are encouraging the
committee members to bring their laptops. But this is something that takes
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while for members to get used to, but we are working on it.
Good, fair enough. Then I was curious, how likely do you think that you will
obtain a bronze label?
Good question. I think it is very likely that we will obtain it.
Thank you for your presentation. I have a few questions left. You said about
social media that you have an altered mix to increase the amount of
followers. So what should I think about this?
For instagram?
For all the social media… Yes, for instagram.
Well, we will just use our networks to scan for potential followers and then
we will follow them. I think it is mainly about us following people and then
making sure that they will follow us back. This is a bit trial and error, but we
will try to increase the amount of followers.
And then also about the Google Analytics. For what are you exactly gonna
use this?
For example to see whether these posts created more likes, or on Facebook
whether our posts have a significant reach that we want. So comparing
numbers from this year and last year.
Okay, thank you.
I just have one small question. You said that you want to attract more
sustainable firms, does this has any consequences for the acquisition of the
Recruitment Days?
No Ties, this does not have any consequences for the Recruitment Days. But
maybe you will next year encourage the Recruitment Days to also attract
sustainable companies.
Alright, thank you.

8. Second round of questions
Fenna Beentjes:
Jildou, thank you for your presentation. During your third policy point you
talked about implementing standardization of member data. I was
wondering if you have a concrete example of this?
Jildou Merkus:
Yes, it is really about these groups. So we put the right members in the right
group. And then with advanced search options you can find members with
these criteria. So in the process of sending an email for example.
Fenna Beentjes:
And what kind of groups?
Jildou Merkus:
For example the master marketing students, bachelor students, students
that are actively looking for vacancies and so on.
Fenna Beentjes:
Okay, thank you.
Michiel van der Gaag: Jildou, thank you for your presentation. I have a question about your policy
point, or your deleted policy point, about offering career opportunities at
NGO’s which I thought was a great policy point. I was wondering why you
have compared NGO’s with regular companies, as they have obviously
different motives for doing business?
Jildou Merkus:
We compared them because they are both on our website. We noticed that
if we want to promote vacancies on our website, we want something in
return. And we found it was hard to establish a contract with NGO’s if there
is no monetary funding. So non-monetary rewards are really hard to
compare. Therefore we looked at our policy point and we thought about
what is really the goal of the point and that is sustainability. It makes it a lot
easier with respect to fairness to compare companies.
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Michiel van der Gaag: I can see, but don’t you think that maybe helping NGO’s with reaching
students that are interested in NGO’s, you can help them and get a benefit
out of it in the sense of doing something good for the greater cause?
Jildou Merkus:
Yes, but this is probably a really time consuming thing and we don’t want to
neglect our partners that do pay a substantial amount for their
vacancies on the job board. So for us it was a decision to decide to not do
this, and I think it is really about fairness and we believe that doing
something free, even if it is for the greater good,
this is not fair and we don’t want to do that.
Michiel van der Gaag: Okay, but in what sense it is time consuming? Because posting vacancies
does not take much time I guess.
Jildou Merkus:
No, but it is what you said about helping to connect with students and
matching them is quite time consuming.
Michiel van der Gaag: Okay, thank you.
The secretarial half-yearly policy report 2019-2020 is established.
9. Financial half-yearly report 2019-2020
Redmer Nijboer gives a short presentation.
10. Possibility to ask question about the financial half-yearly report 2019-2020
Jochem Hak:
Redmer, thank you for your presentation. I have a few questions. First of all,
a question regarding the displays you bought for the MARUG Board. You
doubled the number of displays to increase the productivity of your board. I
was wondering, do you think that this investment also paid off, because you
can also just separate your webpage on one display.
Redmer Nijboer:
So, if you have two screens you see more obviously. And I heard from the
board that they are all very content with it, and they said that it increased
the productivity. Also to add to this, for the long term it is a good
investment.
Jochem Hak:
Okay, then my second question. The Dublin Inhousetour, you budgeted 7000
euros for it, and you changed it to 6000 euros without any realization. So I
was wondering, what made you think I will just budget 1000 euros less.
Redmer Nijboer:
We expected the number of participants for the Dublin Inhousetour, but this
was behind expectation. So therefore the expected costs decreased.
However, we made some payments already for the Dublin Inhousetour.
Jochem Hak:
Okay. With less people participating in the event, and the decrease in the
budget, will it lower the level of how excited it will be or will that be the
same?
Redmer Nijboer:
I think it will be the same.
Jochem Hak:
Redmer, these were my questions and again, thank you for your
presentation.
Feiko Smid:
Thank you Redmer, for your presentation. I have just some small questions.
The first one is regarding the subsidies, because they nearly doubled. I was
wondering what kind of subsidies are you expecting for?
Redmer Nijboer:
Yes, we received a subsidy for translating our articles of the association. We
did it professionally at a firm, and this cost 726 euros.
Feiko Smid:
Okay, and then about the meetings. The costs of this also nearly doubled. I
was wondering what is the reason for this.
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Yes, so last year we separated the cost from the drinks and the meetings on
this budget. This year I decided that it would be fair to include it for the
meetings.
Thank you for your presentation. I have a question about your gifts. You
realized 290 euros and you budgeted 1000 euros. You are now half way
there yet. How are you going to spend that?
So this will be used for gifts for our active members at the end of the year.
I have the same question for recruitment.
So we are planning an event with a partner, or several partners. Which will
be more of an informal recruitment event. This also includes the cost for the
travel of the inhousedays.
Okay. And I have a question about your result. You have quite a high result,
and you also already have quite a lot of equity, don’t you want to invest
some of this?
So in this result we combined the MARUG Activities with the MARUG Board.
So this will be the final result for the association as a whole, which will be
negative and will be departed from the equity.
Okay, that makes sense.
My question is already answered.
Redmer, thank you for your presentation. I have a question about the
MARUG Courses, because the difference is so big. Are you going to do it
differently than last year?
We found new partners to do the courses with, and this will save a lot of
money. I have to thank Jasper for this.
Well, good job.

11. Second round of questions
The financial half-yearly report 2019-2020 is established.
12. Any other business
Claudia de Boer
were

many

Time flies! During our strategy weekend, or “overdrachtsweekend”, you
full with ambitious plans! And tonight we have all seen how far you have
come already. We are happy to see that the MARUG is becoming more
sustainable and we cannot wait for the new sustainable marketing event.
Also, we are incredibly enthusiastic about the new promotion video. We are
happy to see that you are just as “dichtgetikt” as we were hashtag 39. Good
job guys! We are really proud. Please keep sharing all your adventures with
us on Snapchat, we love it! Secretly, we are very proud that the
“bestuurspanda” is moving from desk to desk so fast. But then, with so
screens on your desk, I can imagine that you want to get rid of the Panda as
soon as possible. I mean, there is barely any space left. There is just one
thing that worries us… we have not seen any snapchats from beyond
Groningen. The “ouderweekenden”, Terschelling, Napoli, Dublin, Prague and
Malta were some highlights of our board year. So… it is time that you are
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going to book some flights! Keep up the image of “MARUG
vakantiebestuur”! On behalf of all of us, good luck with the upcoming half
year! Once again: time flies! Before you know it, this year is over. So do not
forget to enjoy it! You are doing great.
13. Closing
Claudia de Boer closes the Half-Yearly General Members Meeting at 20:32.
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Agenda
Agenda of the Yearly General Members Meeting of the Marketing Association of the University of
Groningen.
Location
Date
Time
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

T.B.A.
9 June 2020
19:30

Opening by independent chairman (Job Wentink)
Establishment agenda
Announcements
Incoming documents
Establishment minutes Half-Yearly General Members Meeting 11 November 2019
Secretarial Annual Report 2019-2020
Round of questions 1
Financial statements 2019-2020
Round of questions 2
Proposal to appoint Jelle Bouma as honorary member
Installation Board of Presidents MARUG 2020-2021
Discharge Board of Presidents MARUG 2019-2020
Installation Supervisory Board MARUG Conference 2020-2021
Discharge Supervisory Board MARUG Conference 2019-2020
Installation MARUG Audit and Control Committee 2020-2021
Discharge MARUG Audit and Control Committee 2019-2020
Installation Audit and Control Committee MARUG Conference 2020-2021
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1. MARUG Basic Conditions
The best choice for marketing students and marketing interested people!
MARUG Events are directed towards a specific target audience, where appropriate speakers and
companies will be attracted to. The events will serve to get students and companies into contact with
each other in a professional and social manner. The event offer will be evaluated each year and
adjusted where necessary.
The internal organisation of the MARUG distinguishes from other associations to make it attractive for
students to become active within the MARUG. The MARUG is a fun and social association, where
students get the chance to develop themselves besides their studies, and with a lot of interactivity
between committees and the board, and between committees themselves.
The MARUG also distinguishes itself from other study associations in Groningen and Marketing
associations in the Netherlands. The MARUG is attractive and innovative for (marketing) companies
in the Netherlands.
The member base of the MARUG consists of MSc Marketing students, marketing interested bachelorand master students of the University of Groningen and MARUG Alumni. The members will be
represented through the association, which adds as much value as possible to the MARUG
membership at all times.
In the communication, the MARUG is as progressive and effective as possible. The communication of
the MARUG is independent of third parties, and the publications of the association shows its vision on
marketing as much as possible.
In the collaboration with the university parties, the interests of MARUG Members have the highest
priority. In this collaboration, the MARUG always contains its unique culture and character.
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2. Policy plans MARUG Board 2019-2020
2.1 Increasing awareness about sustainability amongst MARUG Members
2.1.1 Obtaining a sustainability label from the Green Office
This year, the MARUG is focussing on sustainability, because of its high importance and for ethical
reasons. Sustainability is an unavoidable concept that is becoming increasingly important every day.
The Green Office of the University of Groningen provides guidance for study associations on how to
achieve a more sustainable association. In addition, associations can apply for obtaining a
sustainability label at the Green Office. By obtaining this label, the MARUG can increase awareness
about sustainability amongst MARUG Members. Today, the Green Office awarded us with a brons
label. The MARUG has focused mostly on the points on the organisational, association and activities
level.
Considering the first, the MARUG has developed a multi annual strategic plan, which contains all the
long-term goals and strategies of the MARUG. Sustainability goals are also included in this report, to
make sure that sustainability efforts will be pursued in the long term. The goals of the university
regarding sustainability are considered and the MARUG’s goals are aligned where possible. The
MARUG has also built a distinct sustainability page on the website to communicate its sustainability
efforts towards stakeholders. This page also contains a separate page dedicated to our sustainable
partners. Furthermore, social media channels function as a way to transfer knowledge to further
inform the followers about the attempts to implement sustainability within the MARUG.
Regarding the association level, the MARUG has made all its meetings paperless and subscriptions on
useless magazines are cancelled. In addition, sustainable officers are appointed in committees, who
will oversee that committees take sustainability into account. With respect to the activities in the
event portfolio, the ComMa conference was about Corporate Social Responsibility and the Sustainable
Marketing Event revolves completely about sustainability, including the day organisation and
promotion. Unfortunately, the Sustainable Marketing event could not take place, but instead, a
podcast series about Sustainable Marketing is made.
The goal of the MARUG related to sustainability is to increase awareness amongst the members.
Obtaining a label is a way to achieve this. Our active member survey has shown that 86.5% of our
active members have become more aware of sustainability due to the MARUG.
✓

Sustainability label Green Office

From the MARUG Board the Chairman and Treasurer are responsible for the execution of this focus
point.
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2.1.2 Introducing the MARUG Sustainable Marketing Event
The MARUG Sustainable Marketing Event (SME) was added to the MARUG Event portfolio and was
supposed take place on 30 April 2020. Unfortunately the event was cancelled due to the COVID-19
circumstances. The goal of this event was to increase awareness regarding sustainability amongst
students. The central thought of the event was sustainable marketing, but within the sustainability
theme the SME committee could choose a sub-theme. Linked to this theme, several companies were
supposed to come to tell something about how they use sustainability within their business. As
replacement of the Sustainable Marketing Event, a podcast series containing interviews with all the
participating companies from the Sustainable Marketing Event was recorded. On the moment of
writing, the podcast series is not yet published online, but this will be done in the week of 25 May. By
posting and promoting the podcast, awareness regarding sustainability can still be increased.
✓

Awareness around the Sustainable Marketing Event

✓

Recruiting members for the committee

✓

Recording a podcast series about Sustainable Marketing

From the MARUG Board the Chairman and External Relations are responsible for the execution of this
focus point.
2.1.3 Raising awareness for career opportunities at firms striving for sustainability
To promote sustainability even more, the MARUG set the goal to promote career opportunities at
firms striving for sustainability. To accomplish this the board has done several things. Firstly, the
MARUG has established criteria to define when a company may be perceived as sustainable. The
criteria are: companies have to have a sustainability page added to their website or have a
sustainability report online and companies need to have clearly defined goals regarding sustainability.
To make sure these criteria are still being used by future boards, they are included in the multi-annual
strategic plan. Secondly, the MARUG has been working on creating a distinct sustainability page for
sustainable partners of the MARUG. This shows MARUG members the sustainable companies that we
are collaborating with, which might affect their choice of future employer and stimulates the
awareness of sustainability amongst them.
Among the current partners of the MARUG, there already were some companies that have significant
sustainability efforts, such as L’Oréal and Grolsch. Besides the current partners that focus on
sustainability, MARUG has added Mars and Allianz Direct to her portfolio. Both companies are
focussing greatly on sustainability. All these companies have gotten an extra referral on the newly
uploaded sustainability page.
✓

Defining criteria for sustainable companies

✓

Offering and promoting career opportunities at firms striving for sustainability

From the MARUG Board the External Relations and Treasurer are responsible for the execution of this
focus point.
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2.2 Expanding and improving the (online) presence of the MARUG
2.2.1 Increasing awareness amongst marketing interested students
At the beginning of the academic year, there were a lot of marketing-interested students that were
not yet or scarcely approached by the MARUG. Therefore, there was an opportunity for the MARUG
to attract this group. Having an appealing promotion video in order to acquire new members is
paramount. Since the previous promotion video was made three years ago, it was considered to be
outdated. Therefore, a set of criteria was formulated and the new promotion video was produced
over the course of the summer. The video has been shown during several lecture talks, events and is
published online. Furthermore, a beginning of the year party was thrown to attract new marketing
interested students. These efforts have proven to be fruitful as there has been a 34% increase in
bachelor members compared to the beginning of the year.
Moreover, to increase more awareness and reach more marketing interested students the MARUG
wanted to collaborate with other associations. The MARUG has initiated collaborations with the
Faculty Association for Law (JFV) and the Study Association Psychology (VIP) in an attempt to jointly
organise events. An informal event was all set up with JFV yet was cancelled due to the COVID-19
circumstances. With VIP the ties are intensified with the intention to organise the Mind over
Marketing event together in the future. Lastly, the ties with Actis, the marketing association of the
Hanzehogeschool, were maintained and intensified. The MARUG was supposed to be included in an
event still to be defined precisely, but due to COVID-19 this could not take place.
✓

Organizing a beginning of the year party

✓

New promotional video

✓

Reaching more bachelor students

✓

Investigating collaborations with other associations

From the MARUG Board the Internal Relations and PR & Promotion are responsible for the execution
of this focus point.
2.2.2 Increasing member engagement through online channels
The MARUG already intensively used various social media platforms such as Instagram, Facebook and
LinkedIn. However, a consistent, well-thought out structure regarding social media expressions was
lacking. At the beginning of the year, a social media planning considering strategy was created. This
promotion plan is used daily, to make the promotion strategy more structured. In addition, Instagram
is used more regularly, while the posts have a more consistent format. Moreover, there is increased
interaction between followers and the MARUG, caused by tagging members and companies in
Instagram posts and stories. This led to more engagement and more followers. The MARUG is also
exploiting other techniques to increase the amount of followers. Furthermore, the amount of likes
MARUG has on its Facebook page has grown substantially. In addition, LinkedIn has been utilised more
with regard to recruitment activities from the MARUG. All these developments led to increased
member engagement and a larger online presence of the MARUG.
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In the second half of the year, the focus was on the quantitative evaluation of the structured social
media strategy plan. The first step was to structure an efficient method of analysing the relevant data.
It was concluded that the existing facilities were not sufficient. Therefore, a Google Studio dashboard
was created to evaluate the online practices. To complement this dashboard, a job description was
written up to support future boards, which will allow them to analyse the data much more efficiently.
The main findings from our own strategy plan are that we have increased the amount of traffic to the
MARUG website with more than 5%. Furthermore, the career pages of the MARUG have experienced
a growth of 28%. In addition, MARUG has gained insights into which types of social media posts are
most interesting to its members.
✓

Structured social media strategy plan

✓

Increased consistency in Instagram

✓

Proactive approach on social media channels

✓

Professional help with social media strategy

✓/-

Quantitative evaluation

From the MARUG Board the PR & Promotion and Chairman are responsible for the execution of this
focus point.

2.3 Optimizing the member administration
2.3.1 Renewing the HRM system
In order to make systematic alterations in the manner of handling member administration, a list was
made of system improvements which would make the HRM system more efficient and more up to
date. Thereafter, an information session with the website provider was held to discuss the further
possibilities. Given the age of the website, not all requested options were able to be changed for the
current website. Following this, an adjusted list of demands has been offered to the provider.
In this session, the provider notified us of some possibilities within the system which were already
possible yet unknown to the board. Over the last half year, the possibilities put forward by the service
provider were implemented. Moreover, some additional changes were carried out. Lastly, more
standardized options in the MARUG Forms were introduced. As a result the foundation has been built
for a more efficient HRM system in which particular members can be found, selected and contacted
more efficiently. In the long run, this will offer the MARUG improved insights in its member base as a
whole as well as the members’ individual characteristics. Furthermore, the value that a member gets
from the membership will be improved as the MARUG’s offering can be more personalised.
Furthermore, the MARUG wanted the information in the HRM system to be more up to date such that
the HRM system provides a more accurate overview of the MARUG members. In turn this can be used
to alter or to personalise the MARUG’s offerings. More frequent updates have been achieved by
making more requests to the members to update their personal details via an email with a link to their
personal MARUG page. This resulted in a relatively solid response rate. Over time, the aim is to further
increase this response rate to make the member administration even more up to date.
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✓

Increased knowledge about functionalities of the current HRM system

✓

Implementing standardisation of member data

✓

More frequently updated member information

From the MARUG Board the Secretary and Treasurer are responsible for the execution of this focus
point.
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3. Annual report regarding the committees and events
MARUG Board 2019-2020
3.1 MARUG Marketing Conference
The MARUG Marketing Conference is the biggest event of the MARUG and is known as a high-quality
event. This academic year the event took place on the 18th of February 2020. The MARUG Marketing
Conference is organised for students, members of the marketing department and participating
companies that are interested in marketing. As the showpiece of the MARUG, it is of high importance
that the MARUG Marketing Conference differentiates itself, that the quality is high and that the event
responds to themes that are currently trending in marketing.
The theme of this year was “Blurring boundaries: when new channels blend in”. The close ties to the
marketing department were used to attract speakers and participants and they made sure the quality
of the content remained at the high level of the event. This year the MARUG Marketing Conference
was again a success, with a large number of participating students and lots of interesting speakers and
companies. The day is evaluated with an average grade of 8.2.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG Marketing Conference
consisted of the Chairman (end responsibility), External Relations and PR & Promotion of the MARUG
Board.

3.2 Media Team
The Media Team is responsible for several tasks. One of these tasks is the provision of marketingrelated articles and videos that are being published on the MARUG Website. The majority of these
articles and videos are being published in English. The subject of the articles and videos are current
and/or scientific. The posts of the Media Team online will contribute to the professional image of the
MARUG on the website and on social media, as the quality of the articles is high and the lay-out
professional. This will function as a business card for both students and companies. For the faculty
and the members of the marketing department, it is important that the scientific relevance is
guaranteed.
Besides the articles, the Media Team also provides footage that can be used for promotion of the
MARUG. Furthermore, the committee organises a yearly theme week. This week will be used to
highlight a certain theme and content related to this theme will be published on a daily basis.
This year, the output of the Media Team has shifted more towards video content. The Media Team
has created several promotional videos for MARUG Events. Therefore, the Media Team needed
enough knowledge about video editing. That is why a free editing course was offered to the new Media
Team members to provide them with the required skills. The course was offered in November such
that the Media Team was able to use these skills for the rest of the year. The aim of the increase in
video content was to create more engaging promotional content throughout the year. This goal has
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been accomplished several times, mainly due to content regarding MARUG Members working at
current partners of the MARUG.
Furthermore, the Media Team organised a theme week concerning sustainability and marketing.
During this week several sub themes around this topic were discussed in blogs and online content.
The choice for this specific theme was made because of the focus on sustainability in the 2019-2020
policy plans (2.1 Increasing awareness about sustainability amongst MARUG Members).
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Media Team consisted of the PR
& Promotion and Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.3 Promotion and Activities Committee
The Promotion and Activity Committee (PAC) has a duration of one academic year. The PAC is
responsible for organising events for the active members of the MARUG. In addition, the PAC is
obligated to collaborate with the PR & Promotion to shoot photos at informal events. Examples of the
events the PAC organises for the active members are the Active Members Barbecue, the Active
Members Weekend, the PACjes-evening and the MARUG Socials. The social and friendly atmosphere
at these events contributes to the informal image of the MARUG and helps increase the commitment
and appreciation of the active members with regard to the MARUG. The PAC contributes in this way
by intensifying the internal relations and by strengthening the image of the MARUG.
The PAC organises one promotion stunt each year. This year, the PAC was formed at the end of August,
such that this committee was able to organise the promotion stunt in September. Furthermore, this
year the goal was to make the PAC partly responsible for the recruitment of new MARUG Members.
They did this by actively using their network to recruit new members of the MARUG. The PAC is only
open for Dutch-speaking students.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Promotion and Activities
Committee consisted of the PR & Promotion and Secretary of the MARUG Board.

3.4 Mind over Marketing
The purpose of the Mind over Marketing (MoM) event is to stimulate interest in the field of marketing
amongst students at both the Faculty of Behavioural and Social Sciences and the Faculty of Economics
and Business. Furthermore, this event has a deepening character as it depicts the relationship
between marketing and psychology. The event took place on December 3 2019 and was a great
success with this year’s theme, Choice Overload. There were three speakers at the event: Rebecca
Sargisson (a psychology professor from the RUG), Jan van Unnik from marketing agency Merkle and
Robert Hoekstra from Brandmerck, an online marketing agency in Groningen. The event took place at
the van Swinderenhuys. The Mind over Marketing was rated an 8,6 by the participants.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Mind over Marketing committee
consisted of the Internal Relations and PR & Promotion of the MARUG Board.
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3.5 MARUG International Marketing Experience
This year’s destination of the International Marketing Experience (IME) was supposed to be Sofia. Due
to the consequences of the COVID-19, however, the group of CV-selected students was unable to
travel to the destination. Furthermore, the preliminary phase of the IME was cut short. In the end, the
seven guest lectures that were planned were reduced to three. RUG Professor Evert de Haan of the
marketing department provided the introductory lecture on this year’s theme Customer Connection.
In the weeks thereafter Beiersdorf, UberEats and Merkle were able to provide their talks and cases to
the participants. Each week’s lecture was succeeded by a social in ‘t Vaatje.
Due to the cancellation of the event it was not deemed worthwhile to have an evaluation in order to
assess the participants’ experience. The costs incurred were mostly borne by the MARUG.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG International Marketing
Experience consisted of the Treasurer and Internal Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.6 Master Marketing Team
The Master Marketing Team (MMT) focusses on offering Master Marketing related activities. These
activities are of high quality and fulfil the needs of the Master Marketing students. Also, the MMT
functions as an important intermediary for both the marketing department and the MARUG.
Consequently, the chairman of the MMT will attend the meetings with the marketing department.
The committee consists solely of MSc Marketing students as these are in direct contact with the target
audience and experience the study of the target audience themselves. Over the whole year, the MMT
is made up of two distinct committees: the MMT Fall and the MMT Spring. The former was responsible
for the Master Marketing Career Day and the Management Tour. The latter was responsible for the
Intelligence Event. Both committees organised the MSc Marketing socials in their respective periods.
3.6.1 Master Marketing Career Day
The first event organised by the MMT Fall was the Career Day, which took place on the 4th of October
2019. This event is organised in collaboration with the marketing department of the FEB and linked to
the compulsory course Strategic Marketing. In the morning, lectures by Kantar Consulting and KLM
were given to the 111 students. These were rated with an 8.0 on average. Furthermore, the Leeflang
Thesis Award was given to the student who wrote the best thesis in the academic year 2018-2019.
After the lunch break, the participants went to the workshops where marketing cases were provided
by Storm Digital, AdResults, De Nieuwe Zaak and Reprise. The External Relations officer of the board
arranged these workshops. The afternoon programme also gave students the opportunity to learn
more about the participating companies and their role in the marketing field. This part of the Career
Day was rated with an 8.0 on average. The day was concluded with a networking social.
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3.6.2 Management Tour
Next to the Career Day, the MMT Fall organised the Management Tour on the 29th of November.
During this one-day event, the participants visited two companies; de Nieuwe Zaak in Zwolle and
Rituals in Amsterdam. The event was evaluated with an 9.0.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Master Marketing Team Fall
consisted of the Chairman and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.
3.6.3 Intelligence Event
The MMT Spring organised the Intelligence Event on the 4th of March 2020 in ‘het Kasteel’. The event
was kicked off by company presentations of Storm Digital and Cmotions. Later in the afternoon, the
participants competed in cases from these two companies. The winning groups were to move on to
the final case which was provided by T-Mobile while the rest of the group listened to alumni speakers.
At the networking social the winners of the final case were announced. In succession of the
Intelligence Event a recruitment diner of T-Mobile took place in ‘het MauritsHuis’. All things
considered the Intelligence Event was graded with an 8.6 by its participants.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Master Marketing Team Spring
consisted of the Chairman and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.7 MARUG Inhousedays
A MARUG Inhouseday entails a company visit at one of the partners of the MARUG.
This year, the MARUG has planned to organise four Inhousedays. The first Inhouseday was held at
Belsimpel. Fifteen students were selected to participate in this event. The Belsimpel Inhouseday gave
a good insight into what it is like to work at Belsimpel. Unfortunately, due to different reasons the
other Inhousedays did not take place this year, so these will be rescheduled.
The Grolsch Inhouseday that was planned for May could not take place because of COVID-19. The
MARUG therefore organised a Grolsch & L’Oréal Online Speeddate Event instead. 16 students
participated in this event and it was graded with a 7.9 by its participants.
The MARUG Inhousedays were organised by the External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.8 Dublin Inhousetour
The Dublin Inhousetour offers Dutch and international students the chance to visit the headquarters
of innovative companies that are directed towards the online world.
During former editions, visits have been made to the headquarters of amongst others Google,
Facebook and LinkedIn. The Dublin Inhousetour is a great chance for students to get to know the
companies better, but also especially to better orientate in the work field. This event strengthens the
recruitment function of the MARUG. The tour of this year took place from the 20th until the 24th of
November 2019.
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For this Inhousetour, 24 students were CV-selected to participate in this trip. During these days, the
headquarters of Google, Facebook, Paypal and Hubspot were visited. These company visits gave the
students the opportunity to listen to their recruitment possibilities. Besides the company visits, the
group of students together discovered the city of Dublin, and several activities were organised. The
Dublin Inhousetour of 2019 was rated with an average grade of 8.6.
The Dublin Inhousetour was organised by the Secretary (having full responsibility) and External
Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.9 MARUG Marketing Classes
The MARUG organises Marketing Classes with the goal to reach students in an early stage of their
studies and to make them familiar with the field of marketing and with the MARUG.
Previous years, there has been a collaboration with the course Marketing BDK of the BSc Business
Administration and with the course International Marketing of the BSc International Business. This
year, the MARUG has continued these collaborations and was able to expand the amount of Marketing
Classes by also being allowed to provide one for the course Marketing of the BSc Economics & Business
Economics. However, due to COVID-19, only the Marketing Class for Marketing BDK has been held.
The Marketing Classes were organised by the External Relations and Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.10 Plus events
The MARUG has a lot of alumni members, called Plus-members. For these plus-members, several
events are organised throughout the year: a canal social, 2 socials, and the Plus Formal Event.
Last year, the Plus Formal Event was, like the years before, organised again in collaboration with the
Customer Insights Center (CIC). Every year, the CIC organises a seminar for members and stakeholders.
The seminar of last year’s edition was all about the theme ‘Nudging: with which little clues do you
entice customers?’ and took place in Kasteel de Vanenburg in Putten. During this day, the theme was
highlighted from different angles. The lectures ranged from scientific insights to practical experiences.
The Plus Members of the MARUG could participate in this seminar with a discount of 80%. The day
was closed with a networking social and a buffet.
Besides this formal event, a canal social was organised in June, and two normal socials in November
and February. These socials took place in Amsterdam, where most of the Plus-members live. During
these socials, the plus members of the MARUG got the chance to catch up and to network with each
other. In general, the appreciation of these socials by the plus members is very high.
The Plus Business Event was organised by the Secretary of the MARUG Board.
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3.11 Recruitment Days
The Recruitment Days is the biggest recruitment event in the North of the Netherlands. Besides, the
event has a great brand recognition, and has a good reputation amongst students as well as
companies. This event is organised in collaboration with the EBF. The Recruitment Days are primarily
for students of the Faculty of Economics & Business to orientate themselves on the labour market and
to get insights into the participating companies. Besides, students will get the opportunity to explore
the internship- and graduation options within business. Last year, the 26th edition of the Recruitment
Days took place from the 9th until the 11th of December 2019. At this edition, 43 companies
participated as partners in this event. Besides, another 8 companies participated in the Local
Initiatives Market. During this three-day event, more than 600 students participated. Last year, the
Recruitment Days contributed again to the brand awareness and the positive image of the MARUG.
The Recruitment Days of 2019 was rated with an average grade of 8.0 by the participants.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Recruitment Days consisted of
the Secretary of the MARUG Board and two functions of the EBF Board.

3.12 ComMa Conference
This year there was again a collaboration between the MARUG and the association Commotie to
organise the ComMa Conference. Unfortunately, this year the committee consisted only of students
from the Faculty of Business and Economics (FEB) and none from the Faculty of Communication and
Information Sciences. Just like last year, the conference was held in the evening, including dinner, to
increase the enthusiasm amongst students. The goal of the event is to highlight the points of contact
between communication and marketing. In this way, the participants will get familiar with both fields
of study. The event took place on October 17 2019 at het Heerenhuis. There were 63 participants that
took part in the conference and approximately half of them were students from the FEB. This year’s
theme was ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ - market your image. A better tomorrow with the sales of
today. Planet - People - Profit.’ Two lectures were held by Metrixlab and Openclaims. Next to that,
workshops were given by Reprise, Logeon and Openclaims. It was a successful event and rated on
average an 8.9 by the participants.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the ComMa Conference consisted of
the Internal Relations and Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.13 Sustainable Marketing Event
The MARUG Sustainable Marketing Event (SME) was added to the MARUG Event portfolio and was
supposed take place on 30 April 2020. Unfortunately, the event was cancelled due to the COVID-19
circumstances. The goal of this event was to increase awareness regarding sustainability amongst
students. The central thought of the event was sustainable marketing, but within the sustainability
theme the SME committee could choose a sub-theme. Linked to this theme, several companies were
supposed to come to tell something about how they use sustainability within their business. As
replacement of the Sustainable Marketing Event, a podcast series containing interviews with all the
participating companies from the Sustainable Marketing Event was recorded. The participating
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companies are Deloitte, Gaia Foods and Groenleven. On the moment of writing, the podcast series is
not yet published online, but this will be done in the week of 25 May. By posting and promoting the
podcast, awareness regarding sustainability can still be increased.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the Sustainable Marketing Event
consisted of the Chairman and External Relations of the MARUG Board.

3.14 MARUG Courses
Each year, the MARUG offers courses to help students improve and expand their skills. These courses
complement the content of the courses provided by the Faculty of Economics and Business and,
moreover, they help to broaden the students’ knowledge. Last year, all courses were taught in English,
to also guarantee access for international students. Last year, the courses the MARUG offered were
the following: the editing course in block 2, the R course in block 2 and the Google Analytics Course in
block 3. Normally in block 1 an SPSS course is provided, but due to changes in staff this was not
possible. In addition, in block 4 an InDesign Course was arranged, but due to the COVID-19
circumstances this course is moved to block 1 of the next academic year.
Block 2: Editing Course
MARUG has offered an editing course provided by Joris Bakker for students who want to improve their
video editing skills. The editing course was organised for the first time. The purpose of this course was
to give active members, like members in the Media Team, the opportunity to improve their editing
skills. The course was evaluated with a 6.7.
Block 2: R Course
The MARUG has offered an R Course, provided by EY VODW, for students that needed additional help
for using the program R or students that wanted to gain more in-depth knowledge about this program.
Previous years, this course was provided by Cmotions, however, the MARUG decided to set up a new
R program together with EY VODW. By doing this, the MARUG was able to reduce the costs for the R
course and to reduce the costs of participation. The overall grade for the R Course was a 7.1.
Block 3: Google Analytics Course
The MARUG has offered a Google Analytics Course, provided by Harvest Digital, for students that are
interested in gaining knowledge about Google Analytics. The previous year, this course was provided
by Reprise, however, the MARUG decided to set up a new Google Analytics program together with
Harvest Digital. By doing this, the overall grade of the Google Analytics Course was increased from a
5.6 to a 7.5.
The MARUG Courses were organised by the Chairman and PR & Promotion of the MARUG Board.

3.15 MARUG Campus Recruiters
The Campus Recruiters are students from the MSc Marketing who gauge fellow students for interest
in internships and vacancies, and communicate those interests to the External Relations officer.
Furthermore, they approached new members of the MARUG in order to gain insights in their desires
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with regards to recruitment. This year, the Campus Recruiters have been given a more clearly defined
set of tasks for which they will carry responsibility and the communication with the board was
improved. In addition, the infrastructure to improve the frequency and personalization of
communication between the Campus Recruiters and the MARUG Members was constructed. In turn,
this will support future Campus Recruiters. The effort of this year’s Campus Recruiters
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the MARUG Campus Recruiters
consisted of the External Relations and Treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.16 Nationale Marketing Strijd
The Nationale Marketing Strijd (National Marketing Battle) or NMS is an initiative from the Marketing
Association Netherlands (MAN). The MAN was founded in 1992 and its purpose is to bridge the gap
between marketing theory and marketing practices for students on a national level. The MAN consists
of: MAEUR (Rotterdam), Scope|3MA (Maastricht), Asset Marketing (Tilburg), MAA (Amsterdam) and
the MARUG. The NMS Board is alternately appointed by the MAN boards, which implies that each year
the NMS Board should be located in a different city.
However, in the year 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 the NMS Board was located in Groningen with the
help of the MARUG two years in a row. In 2019 Asset Marketing (Tilburg) was unfortunately not able
to recruit a new NMS Board. This year the MAN Board has changed to concept of the NMS, by lowering
the workload and making it a committee instead of a board. Scope|3MA (Maastricht) tried to recruit
the NMS Committee for 2020-2021, but this was unsuccessful. Therefore, the MAN Board has decided
to permanently cancel the NMS.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the National Marketing Battle
consisted of the Chairman of the MARUG Board.

3.17 Marketing Consultancy Group
Two years ago, the MARUG came up with a new initiative: The Marketing Consultancy Group (MCG).
It offers students the possibility to gain practical experience in the marketing field next to their studies.
The groups consist of 4-6 motivated students that are currently in either their end-Bachelor, preMaster or Master phase. This year’s MCG was unfortunately cancelled due to the consequences of the
COVID-19. As a result, no MCG project was completed this year.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the National Marketing Battle
consisted of the External Relations (end responsibility) and the treasurer of the MARUG Board.

3.18 JFV X MARUG Festival
On 8 May 2020 the first JFV x MARUG Festival would have taken place in Cafe de Toeter. However,
due to COVID-19 circumstances, this event was cancelled. The event was organised in collaboration
with the legal study associations (JFV). In the past the JFV organised this event alone, so the
organisation of the event was mainly done by the JFV. However, MARUG would promote the event
and support financially, which would lead in to a desired increase a in participants. Students attending
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the JFV x MARUG Festival could use a canal boat of go paddle boarding during the event. In addition,
a barbecue was included. The MARUG Board aims to organise this event for the first time next year in
May.
The supervisory board (also called ‘Raad van Toezicht’ or ‘RvT’) of the JFV x MARUG Festival consisted
of the Chairman of the MARUG Board and the Secretary of the JFV Board.
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4. Financial statements 2019-2020
4.1 Preface
Groningen, 9 June 2020
Dear reader,
In front of you lies the financial statements of the MARUG for the year 2019-2020. Due to the
consequences of the coronavirus a significant number of events and activities were cancelled.
Logically, this brought some financial repercussions as well. Generally speaking, the different accounts
have suppressed results relative to their budget.
The most notable financial results include the International Marketing Experience, which was
cancelled. Most costs for this event were incurred while the benefits were not collected from the
participants. Furthermore, the Sustainable Marketing Event could not be organised in its intended
format. Hence, both the costs and benefits substantially deviate from the budget.
All things considered, the MARUG has experienced a financially successful year, generating a positive
net income. This has been achieved without compromising the quality of our activities and events.
I would like to wish my successor Colin Kok a great year as the new treasurer of the MARUG. Hopefully,
he will enjoy the upcoming board year as much as I enjoyed mine. I would also like to thank all the
active members for their efforts. Without their active membership this year would not have been
possible.
Lastly, I want to thank my fellow board members from the bottom of my heart for the amazing year
that we have had together. I will always look back on it with great pleasure.

With kind regards,
On behalf of the MARUG Board 2019-2020,

Redmer Nijboer
Treasurer
MARUG Board 2019-2020

This page was intentionally left blank
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4.2 MARUG Balance sheet
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4.2 Explanation MARUG Balance sheet
Fixed assets
This year new displays have been bought for the MARUG Board room in order to improve working
conditions and efficiency. This will be depreciated over five years. In the same line, the PR iMac has
been upgraded and therefore sees little depreciation in this financial year.

Current assets
The MARUG has prepaid some of its events which are included in this account. The accounts receivable
is still rather high due to the unfinished final settlement of the Recruitment Days 2019.

Total long-term liabilities
Within the provisions account the MARUG has set aside some money for future transactions. This
includes activities for the eight lustrum, active members’ activities and the National Marketing Strijd.
Furthermore, a buffer is included for non-paying creditors and for costs made in the financial year
2019 - 2020 yet incurred in 2020 - 2021.
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4.3 Financials MARUG Board 2019 - 2020
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4.4 Explanation financials MARUG Board 2019 - 2020
3. Subsidy
This year, the MARUG claimed an unused subsidy for which it was entitled.

4. Depreciation
These costs were a bit larger due to unforeseen yet necessary upgrades to the iMac of the PR & Promo
functionary. Furthermore, the MARUG Phone was replaced.

15. Drinks and socials
Due to the consequences of the coronavirus, several MARUG Socials could not be held. Therefore, the
actuals of this account are subdued relative to its budget.

16. Promotional clothing
Committee declarations for committee clothing were unexpectedly lower than budgeted.

18. Acquaintance committees
Several introductory committee moments could not be held due to government imposed COVID-19
restrictions. Consequently, the costs incurred are lower.

19. Committee diners
Most committee diners take place in the final phase of the board year. Due to the closing of the
restaurants in the last couple of months, these diners could not take place.

21. Gifts
The MARUG has spent a little more on gifts this year to thank its active members for their efforts.

22. Recruitment
Expenditures regarding recruitment were significantly lower than budgeted. This is the result of the
events not taking place due to the coronavirus.

23. Provision promotional clothing
This year the MARUG struck a deal with a partner to deliver its committee clothing. Part of this
acquisition is set aside for the next board to use.
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4.5 MARUG Activities
4.5.1 Financials MARUG Activities 2019 - 2020
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4.5.2 Account of the events
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4.5.3 Explanation financials MARUG Activities 2019 - 2020
1. MARUG Plus
Plus members enjoyed a couple more drinks at one of the networking socials.

2. MARUG Promotion & Activity Committee
All costs for the PAC committee, even from events that are currently, have been accounted for. Yet
the benefits are not collected.

3. MARUG International Marketing Experience
This international event of the MARUG was unfortunately cancelled. The costs made for the flight
tickets could not be repatriated. A part of the costs associated with the preliminary phase were
collected from the participants.

9. Sustainable Marketing Event
The SME was substituted by a podcast due to the coronavirus restrictions. Consequently, the budgeted
benefits and costs did not come to fruition.

10. MARUG Mind over Marketing
These financials turned out quite a bit more positive than initially thought. This was due to the grant
of an additional subsidy and lower costs than initially budgeted.

Aggregated result
The MARUG has made a substantial profit this year. For the majority, this can be attributed to the
cancellation of many loss generating activities. As the expectation is that the coronavirus will bring
sizable economic repercussions, the result will be added towards the equity of the association. In turn
it may be used by future boards and committees in more financially unfavourable times.
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4.6 Approval
Statement of the Audit and Control committee
Following the assignment of the Half-yearly General Members Meeting dated 9 June 2020, we have
audited the financial numbers for the first six months of the financial year of 2019-2020, started on 1
May 2019 and ended on 30 April 2020, of the Marketing Association University of Groningen.
Based on the audit we performed, nothing has emerged from which we should conclude that the
figures do not give a true picture.
Groningen, 22 May 2020
The Audit and Control committee 2019-2020,

Robin Schoonveld
Treasurer
MARUG Board 2017-2018

Bob Berends
Treasurer
MARUG Board 2018-2019
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5. Active Members 2019-2020
MARUG Board

Jildou Merkus
Mandy van Essen
Redmer Nijboer
Jasper Boomgaarden
Myrthe Boeve
Dennis Fokkens

Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
External Relations
Internal Relations
PR & Promotion

MARUG Conference (2020)

Noor Farid Mojtahedi
Leonoor de Leeuw

Chairman
Secretary
and Theme & Speakers
External Relations I
Treasurer
and External Relations II
Day Organisation
PR & Promotion

Sjoerd Bouman
Wouter-Bas Ten Berge
Emilie Wijnants
Cato Barels
MARUG Conference (2021)

Evelien Nieuwenhuizen
Milou Habes
Stijn Bouwman
Marieke Smelik
Jamie Postmus
Eva Mikes

ComMa Conference (2019)

Maureen Elshof

Wytske Veldmans
Corinne Kenters
ComMa Conference (2020)

Sustainable Marketing Event

Mengyan Fu
Max Hartendorp
Hannah Niemeier

Chairman
Secretary
and Theme & Speakers
External Relations I
Treasurer
and External Relations II
Day Organisation
PR & Promotion

Chairman, External
Relations and Theme &
Speakers
Treasurer
and Day Organisation
PR & Promotion

Shaya Kathusing
Rinske Heuker

Chairman
External Relations
Treasurer
and Day Organisation
Theme & Speakers
PR & Promotion

Emma Stiphout
Dagmar Dijkstra

Chairman
Theme & Speakers
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Franka Roest
Deike Robotta

Treasurer
and Day Organisation
PR & Promotion

Conference Day Organisation
Joran Kuperus
…………………………………………………………………… ……
Ruben Zeevat
Jaimie Postmus
Laurien Vos

Product sponsoring &
Acquisition
Media & Technology
Planning & Logistics
Promotion & Social Media

MARUG/EBF Recruitment Days (2019) Fons Halsema
Philippine van Vliet
Ties Kemperink
Leonora Hein
Julia Sinke
Julian Krops
Mirre Debets

Chairman
Treasurer
Commercial Relations
Commercial Relations
Day Organisation
Planning & Logistics
PR & Promotion

MARUG/EBF Recruitment Days (2020) Anne Klok
Joris van de Sande
Peter Links
Bo Willemsen
Charlotte van Woerkom
Maloe van den Hoogen
Eline Kortum

Chairman
Treasurer
Commercial Relations
Commercial Relations
Day Organisation
Planning & Logistics
PR & Promotion

International Marketing Experience

Ilva Baks
Bibi Loman
Inez de van der Schueren
Fiek Römer
Sanne Kelder

Chairman
External Relations
PR & Promotion
Theme & Speakers
Weak Organisation

MARUG Campus Recruiters

Merel Husken
Max Kokhuis
Fleur Kamp
Claudia de Boer

Marketing Consultancy Group

Juliet Knipmeijer
Daan Bovenbeek
Anne de Clercq Zubli
Jesse Heerink

Project leader
Consultant
Consultant
Consultant

Master Marketing Team Fall

Rosanne Noorda
Juliet Knipmeijer
Marlijn Botter

Chairman
External Relations
External Relations
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Max Kokhuis
Saskia Mueller-Herbst

PR & Promotion
Day Organisation
and Treasurer

Master Marketing Team Spring

Evi Gorter
Diederick Dorenbos
June Mol
Max Krake
Turhan Sechilmish

Chairman
External Relations
External Relations
PR & Promotion
Day Organisation
and Treasurer

Media Team

Marnix Helfferich
Femke Elzinga
Optimist Engbi
Michiel van Eldik
Tessa van Ende

Chairman/Editor
Editor/Blogger
Chef Special/Blogger
Editor/Blogger
Chef Analytics/Blogger

Mind over Marketing (2019)

Lisa Kok
Dasha Dumcheva

Chairman
Day Organisation
and Treasurer
Theme & Speaker
PR & Promotion

Laura Klamer
Anouk van der Heide
Mind over Marketing (2020)

Matthijs de Frankrijker
Gijs Vijverberg
Britt Groot
Saskia Hendriksen

Promotion and Activities Committee

Anna Bo Kleij
Norma Lanting
Jildou Speerstra
Tynke Broekens

Ambassadors

Marijke van Ark
Hilgo Gabriels
Boudewijn Schrijver
Ramon Sloof
Wilbert van der Woude
Wencke Lesterhuis
Laura van de Merwe

Board of presidents

Bas Wagenmaker

Chairman
Day Organisation
and Treasurer
Theme & Speaker
PR & Promotion

Chairman Board 2015/2016
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Audit and Control Committee

Nick van de Gevel
Nienke Kroes
Frank Oude Avenhuis

Chairman Board 2016/2017
Chairman Board 2017/2018
Chairman Board 2018/2019

Robin Schoonveld
Bob Berends

Treasurer Board 2017/2018
Treasurer Board 2018/2019
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6. Year planning 2019-2020
2019
August
12 – 16

KEI-Week

September
2
5
16 – 20

Introduction Day MSc Marketing Students
MARUG Beginning of the year party
MARUG Promotional week

October
2
3
17
25

Master Career Day
MARUG Social
ComMa Conference
MARUG Plus Social

November
8
9 – 10
11
12
13
14-21-28
14
14
15
18
20 – 24
21
28
29

(Pre-) MSc Marketing Social
Active Members Weekend
Half Yearly General Members Meeting
Introduction Drink Dublin participants
Belsimpel Inhouseday
Editing Course
Plus Formal Event
MARUG Social
R Course
R Course
Dublin Inhouse Tour
Editing Course
Editing Course
MARUG Management Tour

December
3
5
9 – 11

Mind over Marketing
“PAC-jes avond”, MARUG Social
EBF/MARUG Recruitment Days

2020
January
9
30

MARUG New Year Social
MARUG Social
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February
6
12
18
19
22
26

(Pre-) MSc Marketing Social
Google Analytics Course
MARUG Marketing Conference
Google Analytics Course
Former Board Day & Plus Social
Google Analytics Course

March
4
5
13

MARUG Intelligence Event
MARUG Social: Chairman announcement
Active Members Activity (Cancelled)

April
8
9
11 – 19
24
30

(Pre-) MSc Marketing Social (Cancelled)
MARUG Social: Candidate Board announcement (Cancelled)
MARUG International Marketing Experience (Cancelled)
InDesign Course (Cancelled)
Sustainable Marketing Event (Cancelled)

May
7
14
15
20
25
28

MARUG Social (Cancelled)
Master Marketing Event (Cancelled)
L’Oréal and Grolsch Online Speeddate Event
Active Members BBQ (Cancelled)
Active Members Pubquiz
MARUG Social (Cancelled)

June
1-5
9
20

MARUG Sustainable Podcast Week
(Online) General Members Meeting
Plus Canal Social (Cancelled)

July
3

Active Members BBQ (subject to COVID-19)
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